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Abstract: Diseases have adverse effects on crop production and yield loss. Various diseases such
as leaf rust, stem rust, and strip rust can affect yield quality and quantity for a studied area. In
addition, manual wheat disease identification and interpretation is time-consuming and cumbersome.
Currently, decisions related to plants mainly rely on the level of expertise in the domain. To resolve
these challenges and to identify wheat disease as early as possible, we implemented different deep
learning models such as Inceptionv3, Resnet50, and VGG16/19. This research was conducted in
collaboration with Bishoftu Agricultural Research Institute, Ethiopia. Our main objective was to
automate plant-disease identification using advanced deep learning approaches and image data.
For the experiment, RGB image data were collected from the Bishoftu area. From the experimental
results, the VGG19 model classified wheat disease with 99.38% accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Ethiopia is the second most populous country in Africa, next to Nigeria. According
to UN reports, more than 85% of the population is primarily dependent on agriculture
for their livelihood [1,2]. Agriculture is also the backbone [3] of the Ethiopian economy,
and more than 85% of the National Growth Domestic Product of the country is derived
from the agricultural sector [4]. The majority of the land is fragmented and has a very
difficult topology due to the country’s geo-location as well as its valleys and mountains.
Very recently, mechanized farming of large areas was introduced based on the direction
and initiatives of the government. The country continues to struggle to feed its burgeoning
population, now estimated at 110 million. The government imports millions of tons
of wheat annually to meet market demands. With the existing agricultural technology,
it is very difficult to achieve food security in Ethiopia for many years to come. Food
self-sufficiency has been and continues to be a critical challenge for Ethiopia. Another
significant challenge for the agriculture sector is in the area of managing and controlling
crop diseases. In the Ethiopian agricultural system, one of the bottlenecks includes cropdisease identification and management. Currently, disease identification is performed
using the human visual sensor manually via the human eye to recognize the symptoms
of different diseases. Furthermore, data are collected using disease data collection sheets.
Due to the limitations of human senses, crop diseases are identified at later stages of
their development. The process of classifying a specific disease is labor-intensive and
time-consuming. At the nation level, the agricultural automation process in Ethiopia is at
its infancy. When it comes to the agricultural sector, there is a large and apparent digital
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divide between developed and developing countries such as Ethiopia. Developed countries
employ state-of-the-art high-tech inputs in the sector to optimize production quality and
quantity [5].
The identification of plant leaf diseases is critical to increase crop yield and growth.
However, continuous monitoring of diseases in plant leaves is more difficult and expensive
to implement in real-time [6].
Consequently, in this study, we proposed deep learning (DL) frameworks to classify
and identify wheat rust in Ethiopia. Four different DL models were used to conduct the
experiment. The classification performances of each model were evaluated against stateof-the-art models in a similar domain. In addition, evaluations of the computation cost
and of the CPU run time were performed using a Jetson Nano Board accelerator, which is
a low-power, embedded graphics processing unit (Jetson Nano) that allows for multiple
neural networks to run simultaneously and for a computer vision algorithm for image
classification to be applied.
According to Anteneh and colleagues [4], wheat is one of Ethiopia’s most important
cereal crops in terms of the land area it covers, production volume, and the number
of farmers engaged in its production. In 2016, it ranked fourth in terms of land covered,
following crops such as teff, maize, and sorghum [7,8]. According to Taffesse and colleagues
[9], teff, wheat, maize, sorghum, and barley are the major cereal crops that occupy almost
three-quarters of the total area cultivated in Ethiopia. About 40% of the total food crops
produced by an average Ethiopian farmer household was cereals. In the production season
of 2011–2012, from the total grain produced in Ethiopia, cereals accounted for 188.09 million
quintals according to the Central Statistics Agency in 2012. For the production year 2014–
2015, the total grain production reached 270.4 million quintals, of which cereal production
accounted for 235.45 million quintals. The total grain crops produced during the year
2015–2016 increased by 2.41 percent from the 2014–2015 total production according to
data presented by the Central Statistics Agency. In addition, the Central Statistics Agency
reported in 2018 and 2019 that the total cereal production of wheat was 267.8 million
quintals and 277.7 million quintals in the 2017–2018 and 2018–2019 production seasons,
respectively. Based on these reports, a 3.67% increase in production can be seen.
Dessalegn and colleague reported that, in 2020, about 4.6 million farmers produced
4.2 million tons of wheat across 1.6 million hectares of land, with an average productivity of
2.45 tons/ha according to CSA report in 2014 [10]. Wheat and wheat [11] products represent
14% of the total calorie intake in the country. That makes wheat the second most important
grain crop in Ethiopia behind maize [12] (19 percent) and ahead of teff (10%), sorghum
(11%), and enset (12%) FAO report in 2014 [13]. In Ethiopia, wheat ranks fourth, after teff,
maize, and sorghum, in area coverage and third, after maize and teff, in total production
according to the Central Statistic Agency’s report in 2012. However, the production of
wheat is mainly for subsistence purposes, and it is dominated by the country’s numerous
smallholder farmers that cultivate wheat more for consumption and less for the market.
According Anteneh and colleagues [4], Wheat is produced by both small-scale and largescale commercial farms. However, Kedir [14] argued that, except for some governmentowned large-scale and commercial farms, wheat is produced predominantly by smallholder
farmers under rain-fed conditions. It is clear that, in Ethiopia, small-scale wheat farmers
outnumber large-scale commercial farms, and this has its own negative influence on
production and productivity in the country, affecting the competitiveness of Ethiopian
wheat on the world market in terms of price and quality.
In sub-Saharan African countries, wheat is also a strategic commodity that generates
farm income and improves food security [10] status. Many African countries produce
wheat for both consumption and sale, but the level of production and sale varies between
countries. Overall, Ethiopia is one of the largest wheat producers in the sub-continent
in terms of total wheat area cultivated and total production according to CSA report in
2012 [15]. In addition, wheat is an important stable and cash crop that improves farmers’
income, food security, employment, and contribution to the national GDP.
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However, the production and productivity of wheat is threatened and curtailed by
various biotic (yellow rust, stem rust, septoria, and fusarium) and abiotic (drought and
heat) [16] factors [10]. Among the biotic factors, wheat rust (stem rust, yellow rust, and
stripe rust) is one of the major obstacles to wheat production. Yilma Dessalegn et al. [10]
argued that multifaceted biotic and abiotic factors are responsible for low yield of crops.
The cultivation of unimproved low yielding varieties, insufficient and erratic rainfall, poor
agronomic practices, diseases, and insect pests [16] are among the common constraints
against wheat production in Ethiopia.
Similarly, its production is challenged by factors such as shortage of agricultural
inputs, diseases and pests, shortage of infrastructure, shortage of institutional services,
shortage of storage materials, product quality, low selling price, and price cheating. On the
other hand, the opportunities including government policy, market expansion, increasing
demand for wheat, and the potential of the area for wheat production encourage wheat
producers and traders to engage in wheat production and marketing activities.
Generally, crop diseases are a major threat to food security [17]. However, their
rapid identification remains difficult in many parts of the world due to a lack of the
necessary infrastructure. A combination of increasing global smartphone penetration and
recent advances in computer vision and deep learning techniques have paved the way for
smartphone-assisted disease diagnosis [18]. Nevertheless, these approaches present some
challenges in classification of plant disease. The challenges are the similarity between the
characteristics (color, texture, and shape) of some classes (diseases). In addition, complex
features such as morphological or geometrical, graph-based, or convex curved features
and other feature extraction methods are more relevant for classifying diseases efficiently.
Despite improved production and productivity trends, Ethiopia faces a growing supply deficit and cannot meet the wheat demand for internal consumption. Even if it shows
an increasing trend domestically, Ethiopian wheat production remains relatively small by
global standards. To increase production, to create a surplus for export purposes, and to
achieve a competitive advantage of wheat demand at the global level, the government
should give due attention to the sector by encouraging and working with large-scale
commercial investors. In this regard, one of the main challenges is the lack of adequate
crop-disease management and control mechanisms used by farmers and experts in the
domain. Plant disease can be defined as a deterioration of the normal state of plants
that disrupts and modifies its growth. Pathogens are the main cause of such diseases.
For agricultural purposes, a variety of methods have been used to detect plant diseases
through the introduction of various technologies to the sector. In Ethiopia, agriculture
experts and farmers use a survey method to identify diseases in wheat using their naked
eyes. However, detecting plant diseases with high accuracy is still a challenging task in this
sector [4]. Bottlenecks in the process of data collection [6] and interpretation also remain
because they are time-consuming and highly challenging tasks that require more time
and resources. Crop diseases also remain a major threat to food security. However, their
swift rapid identification remains difficult in many parts of the developing world and
countries such as Ethiopia due to a lack of essential infrastructure. In addition, according
to [9], climate-change-induced [14] temperature increases are estimated to reduce wheat
production in developing countries by 20 to 30%. Climate change is a serious threat to crop
productivity in regions that are already food insecure.
A closer look and review of the related work shows a large digital divide in the
application of the state-of-the-art technologies for improving the production quality and
quantity of wheat crops in Ethiopia to ensure the country’s food security. We purposely
selected the country on the basis of the volume of wheat production and consumption
demand. In addition, the dominant application of AI-based technologies was used to
automate the agricultural sector. The AI framework is mainly used to monitor wheat
disease as early as possible.
In this study, the Jetson Nano infrastructure was used for computer-vision-based cropdisease classification. The deep learning framework proposed was run using the Jetson
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accelerator to reduce the computation complexity of image data processing. Image-based
plant-disease identification helps agricultural domain experts identify diseased crops as
early as possible to mitigate the challenges of yield loss.
On the other hand, current crop disease monitoring and management systems have
many limitations when providing input for decision makers. In addition, a lack of timely
and sufficient market information; the low price of the product at harvest time; weak
market linkages among value chain actors and traders, price cheating, and less bargaining
power of farmers in the market; and unfair competition from illegal traders are the major
marketing constraints faced by wheat farmers and traders.
Contribution of This Study
The proposed model is obviously advantageous, and the contributions made in this
paper are summarized as follows.
•
•

•
•

A deep learning-based classification system significantly improves the limitations of
manual early wheat disease identification in Ethiopia’s agricultural sector.
A more general crop disease identification deep learning model, which can be applied
to other crop-disease image disease datasets, is created and, at the same time, provides
a reference for wheat disease researchers to prevent and and control wheat diseases.
Compared with deep learning models, this model achieves high accuracy in wheat
disease image classification.
Finally, to resolve the computation complexity, the proposed model was deployed on a
Jetson GPU computing machine and an optimal classification accuracy was obtained.

2. Review of Related Works
Several studies have been conducted on the use of image processing and computer
vision techniques for the diagnosis of plant diseases, and these have proliferated over
the years. According to [19–23], plant diseases are among the main challenges in food
security. These challenges are even more acute in developing countries such as Ethiopia.
Plant diseases are an impediment [21] to food safety, have disastrous consequences for
farmers, and are a major threat to global food security. Plant diseases directly affect the
quality of fruits and grains, and they lead to a decrease in agricultural productivity [22].
Due to a lack of appropriate technology, early plant-disease detection is performed by field
observation using naked human eyes. This process is unreliable, inconsistent, and error
prone. In addition, some of the major crops prone to different devastating diseases are
wheat [23–29] maize, tomato [30], and potato [23].
In this study, we propose a wheat disease identification method using deep learning
(DL) approaches. The research community in the domain of machine learning has made
a lot of attempts to design robust models to detect plant diseases at its earliest stage.
To implement our method, we applied RGB image data collected from the study area.
Currently, image data play significant roles in designing robust decision support systems
in the domain of agriculture. In this regard, image processing [21,31–33] is a complex task
due to multiple factors. Some of the common problems such as high dimensionality [34],
relevant feature extraction, limited training samples, and image quality highly affect the
image classifiers. RGB image data are a combination of three channels that represent
the visible [35] bands [36]. To address these limitations, researchers in the domain utilize
hyper-spectral image (HSI) data to represent objects. HSI data contain richer spatial and
spectral information than other data types. In addition, image reconstruction [37,38] has
becomes a hot research area, and it is cost effective to obtain quality spectral features
from the corresponding RGB image data. The current study employed RGB image data
to classify the types of wheat diseases. In this section, a review of the related work on
computer vision for crop image classification purposes is discussed:
In 2020, Ashok and colleagues [30,39] proposed an early detection method for tomato
disease using a DL framework. Similarly, the identification or classification of pathological
diseases in plant species via a mobile or web application was proposed by [40]. In that
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study, the author explored major diseases such as Blister Blight of Tea, Citrus Canker, Early
Blight, Late Blight, and Powdery Mildew. Data augmentation: collecting and labeling
adequate image data is a labor-intensive and time-consuming process. Improving the
classification performance of a deep-learning framework [41] demands acquiring a largescale dataset [42,43]. To address this challenge, data augmentation techniques have been
used to conduct similar studies.
In this study, we employed an augmentation technique to increase the size of our test
data. The approach improved the under fitting problem of the proposed models. Arun
Pandian argued [6] that augmentation techniques yield better classification performance
than the original datasets.
The main challenge in the agricultural sector is the identification of plant diseases as
early as possible in order to minimize yield loss. Agricultural experts use manual recording
systems to analyze disease characteristics. To handle the pitfalls, lots of attempts have been
made to improve the state-of-the-art in the identification of plant disease in the agriculture
domain. According to Pham, Tan Nhat, and Van [22], currently, computer vision has
brought about significant contribution to improve the precision of agriculture systems.
A deep-learning model is an advanced machine learning approach that was inspired
by the human neural architecture to resolve complex problems. Thus far, deep-learning
frameworks have been dominantly used in the domain of image processing in general
and crop-disease classification specifically, using image data. In this subsection, we discuss some of the prominent deep-learning models utilized in the domain of crop-disease
identification and classification using image datasets.
Collecting a large amount of training data is a highly challenging task. To resolve this
problem, the authors proposed different image augmentation techniques such as image
flipping, cropping, rotation, color transformation, PCA color augmentation, noise injection,
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), and Neural Style Transfer (NST) techniques.
Similarly, Zongyong Cui et al. presented a augmentation technique using SAR GAN to
address the limitations of small training samples [44]. Data augmentation with local and
non-local constraints approaches was explored by Feng and colleagues [45] to resolve
insufficient training samples. In addition, a GAN framework was initiated by Frid-Adar
and colleague [44] to enlarge the size of data and its diversity by applying synthetic data
augmentation for medical domain. Kosaku Fujita [46] proposed data augmentation using
denoising techniques to transform a new dataset. Color restoration methods for RGBN
cameras has also been proposed by [47] to generate new training data with high spectral
response. Jakub Nalepa applied novel training-time and testing-time augmentation techniques to improve the generalization capability of the proposed deep learning model [33].
Adedoja and colleagues [17] proposed a deep learning-based approach to identify
diseased plants using leaf images by transfer learning. That study used the NASNet
architecture for convolutional neural networks (CNN). In 2020, the ResNet and Xception
models were proposed by Srinivasan and colleagues [47,48] to identify Early Blight disease
in tomatoes. The authors further utilized the YOLO framework to extract spatial features.
At the expense of computational time, the Xception model performs better with improved
classification accuracy than ResNet. For the purposes of object detection, the authors [39]
employed YOLOv3, YOLOv3-tiny, and YOLOv3-SPP as feature extractors to detect the
diseased region of tomato leaves. Azeddin and Florenting [49] also applied the DCNN
mobileNet framework to recognize the top ten tomato diseases. They argued that 20%
of food production losses globally are due to crop disease in global scenario. Similarly,
CNN-based R-CNN for segmentation and extraction of wheat spikes was proposed by [26]
to classify wheat diseases. The limitation of this proposed approach is that it is used for
general crop disease classification purposes.
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Conventional Crop-Disease Classification Process
The current study was conducted in collaboration with Bishoftu Agricultural Research
Institute in Ethiopia. Our main objective is to assess the challenges of a conventional crop
disease classification system and to handle those pitfalls in the agriculture domain area.
Parameters used to assess wheat disease: the most important parameters used to assess
wheat disease are disease severity, incidence, and prevalence to quantify the infection level
and distribution. Wheat disease assessments are required for many purposes, including
predicting yield loss, monitoring and forecasting epidemics, judging host resistance, and
studying fundamental biological host–pathogen processes [50,51]. If assessments of disease
intensity are inaccurate and/or imprecise, incorrect conclusions might be drawn and
incorrect actions might be taken.
Disease incidence is calculated using the number of infected plants and expressed as a
percentage of the total number of plants assessed.
DiseaseIncidence =

Number o f diseased plants
× 100
Total number o f plants inquadrant

(1)

Disease severity is the percentage of relevant host tissues or organs covered by symptom or lesion or damaged by the disease. Severity results from the number and size of
the lesions.
Area o f plant tissue a f f ected
× 100
(2)
Total area
Disease prevalence is measured by using the number of fields affected divided by the
total number of fields assessed and expressed as percentage.
DiseaseSeverity =

DiseasePrevalence =

Number o f in f ected f ields
× 100
Total number o f f ields assessed

(3)

The correlation between wheat variability against genetic structure was evaluated in
response to different diseases.
•
•

•

•

•

•

Wheat varieties with a narrow genetic base results in genetic vulnerability and genetic
erosion. Hence, genetic variability in wheat is very important for disease resistance.
Genetic vulnerability is the susceptibility of most cultivated varieties of a crop species
to various biotic diseases. Abiotic stresses due to similarities in their geno-types and
the “gene-for-gene” theory also improves this reality for every resistance gene present
in the host, and the pathogen has a gene for virulence.
A susceptible reaction results when the pathogens are able to match (matching interaction/compatible interaction) all of the resistance genes that are present in the host with
virulence genes. If one or more of the resistance genes are unmatched (non-matching
interaction/incompatible interaction), a resistance reaction could result.
Genetic resistance is governed by nuclear genes, cytoplasmic genes, or both. In
other words, genetic resistance is an inbuilt mechanism or inherent property and it is
measured in relation to susceptible wheat varieties or genotypes.
Breeding of resistant cultivars considers the genetic variability of both diseases and
the host plant, and the resistant variety may become susceptible after a few years due
to the formation of new races or evolution of the pathogen.
A new generation of variability in diseases may also develop through mutation, sexual
reproduction, heterokaryosis, and para-sexual reproduction.
The conventional system for disease identification is limied by the following:

•
•
•
•

Symptoms of several non-infectious or abiotic factors are similar to those caused by
several viruses, and many root pathogens could lead to the wrong conclusion.
Classification relies on phenotypic biochemical characteristics.
A high skill level is necessary for optimal results.
Contamination is a risk during disease identification in the laboratory.
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•

The process of identifying the specific disease types is time-consuming.

The ground truth knowledge acquired from the research institute was important to
develop the current study. Based on the gaps identified from existing systems, we proposed
a computer-vision-based deep learning model to efficiently classify crop diseases using
image datasets.
At the national level, a early wheat rust warning system has been proposed by the
Ethiopian Institute of Agricultural Research (EIAR) in collaboration with Cambridge University and other stakeholders [16]. The proposed system does not utilize any machine learning
approaches to generate insight from the dataset. The system disseminates a short message
for the farmer to the farmer based on their request. The system is also prone to multiple
interpretations. Farmers’ lack of adequate technological literacy is another bottleneck. The
following Figure 1 illustrates the the overall architecture of the proposed early warning system
to show the efforts made by the government of Ethiopia at the national level.

Figure 1. Early wheat rust warning system [16].

To build an early wheat rust warning system, global meteorology data are used to
create an NWP model to analyze environmental suitability. Similarly, a spore dispersion
model is incorporated to design an epidemiology model for wheat rust spore analysis.
Wheat rust spore dispersion was highly activated by the wind and water to invade different
regions with a short time. In addition, the ODK model was used to obtain labeled input
data. On the other hand, the local wheat rust survey data were collected by the Ethiopian
Agricultural Transformation Agency (ATA) using trained extension workers and farmers.
Then, the proposed early wheat rust warning system was used as the input data to analyze
and plot the model outputs. The EWS model output’s were further interpreted by a wheat
rust advisory team. The final information was disseminated by the ATA through SMS to
alert the agriculture extension workers and farmers. The following points are the major
limitations of an early wheat rust early warning system:
•
•
•

The system lacked efficiency in generating new insights from existing data.
There is no mechanism to fuse data with different variabilities to generate aggregated
results for interpretation purposes.
Data are continuously interpreted by multiple experts, which is labor-intensive and
time-consuming.

These limitations of the current system inspired us to propose a computer-visionbased deep learning model to improve the process of wheat rust disease identification.
In addition, this study significantly addresses the manual data-processing challenge and
improves precision farming from an early disease identification perspective.
3. Materials and Methods
An experimental research approach was employed to implement the deep learning
framework to classify wheat disease datasets. We conducted a preliminary survey on
the study’s geographic area to assess the challenges of the existing manual plant disease
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identification system. In this subsection, we discuss the methods applied to achieve the
proposed objectives [52–56].
3.1. Datasets
To implement the experiment using the proposed model, we collected image data
from mundi.com open source repositories. The repository contains more than 1500 wheat
disease image data from three classes. We collected RGB image data from the Bishoftu
Agricultural Research Institute, Ethiopia. Data preprocessing, standardizing, formatting,
removing, and rescaling were performed [57]. Then, we labeleld the training and test data.
3.2. Data Processing
Acquisition of the images, image preprocessing, image segmentation, relevant feature
extraction, and disease classification techniques were utilized based on the leaf and stem
images. During the data preprocessing stage, we performed image standardization, formatting, removal of poor-quality images, rescaling of image size, and cropping of irrelevant
parts of the image. In addition, we transformed the data by rescaling and setting the
dimensions of images to 224 × 224, channel = 3 to standardize the dataset. The following
Figure 2 shows the sample training image data from the wheat-leaf disease class.

Figure 2. Wheat-leaf training sample.

Data augmentation techniques have been employed to resolve the problem of small
data size. There are different types of augmentation techniques available. For the purpose
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of this study, we considered cropping, flipping, and rotation techniques to increase the
size of the training datasets [58]. To improve the generalization performance and to avoid
model overfitting, we need to address the training dataset issue.
3.3. Computation Infrastructure
In this study, to conduct the experiment, both CPU and GPU (Nvidia Tesla T4 and
Nvidia K80) computation infrastructure have been used. To train the deep learning model,
high-performance computing facilities are critical. In this study, a Jetson Nano developer
kit facility was used to train our models. Due to the data size and the number of epochs
(iteration), the CPU took a long time to train the model and, sometimes, it jammed without
generating any output. The GPU was an NVIDIA Maxwell architecture with 128 NVIDIA
CUDA cores, the CPU was a Quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 MPCore processor, the memory
was 2 GB 64-bit LPDDR4, the storage was a MicroSD, and the connectivity used was a
gigabit ethernet.
3.4. Deep Learning Models
In this study, the Inception v3, Resnet50, and VGG16/19 pretrained deep learning
frameworks were selected to implement the wheat diseases image classification tasks. All of
the selected models were run using the GPU and CPU infrastructure. The selected models
were customized to handle any problem that arose. The following subsection presents a
discussion of the performances of each the experimental outputs and the performances of
each model.
4. Experiment Results and Discussion
4.1. Experiment on CPU and Experiment on GPU
The first experiment was implemented using the Inception v3 model on a CPU processor. The model implemented utilized 153,603 learnable parameters to build the image
classifier. Figure 2 presents the training and validation accuracy of the Inception model’s
performance.
As can be seen from Figure 2, the experiment shows promising results for classifying
wheat diseases into their respective classes. By tuning the parameters, the model performance can be further enhanced. Similarly, the Inception v3 model was implemented on the
Nvidia Tesla GPU. The main purpose was to assess the performance of a GPU accelerator
over the CPU processor on the same dataset.
The experimental results in Figure 3 reveal that the Inception v3 model performed
well when classifying the training and test image data. The performance of the model can
be further improved by adjusting the parameters. In addition, adding more wheat disease
datasets further enhanced its performance.

(a) Training and validation loss

(b) Training and validation accuracy

Figure 3. Classification performance of the Inception v3 model on a CPU.
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4.2. Resnet50
In the current study, the Resnet50 model produced a poor performance in classifying
wheat diseases into their respective classes. Generally, the ResNet model achieved excellent generalization performance on image-net localization, COCO detection, and COCO
segmentation in 2015. The small-size training datasets and number of parameters utilized
led the model to overfit. In addition, the Resnet50 model took a longer time to run and to
fit the model. From the experiment result, Resnet50 produce the poorest classification performance on the given training and testing datasets. The training and validation accuracy
of the Resnet50 are shown in Figure 4.

(a) Training and validation loss

(b) Training and validation accuracy

Figure 4. Classification performance of the Inception v3 model on a GPU.

An optimization task was required to tune the performance of the Resnet50 architecture and to produce the results in Figure 4. In this case, the softmax activation function
was used and it produced a satisfactory performance by the model.
We then went further and implemented the VGG16 and VGG19 deep learning architectures. The two models produced different experimental performances because the models’
frameworks differed. In this regard, the VGG19 deep learning model outperformed all
other models in classifying wheat diseases. Figures 5 and 6 show the classification and
validation accuracy of both the VGG16 and VGG19 models, respectively.
The performance of the VGG16 model further improved by utilizing the VGG19
transfer learning architecture.

(a) Training and validation loss

(b) Training and validation accuracy

Figure 5. Classification performance of the Resnet50 model.
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(a) Training and validation loss

(b) Training and validation accuracy

Figure 6. Classification performance of the VGG16 model.

When we made changes to the types of GPU, from VGG16 to VGG19, and altered the
number of epochs, the performance improved. Building the VGG19 model took only 36
minute. According to the experimental results, VGG19 is a promising classifier that can
handle image data in the plant disease classification domain.The performance of VGG19
was presented on Figure 7 below. The only difference between the two models (VGG16
and VGG19) was the numbers of layers in each architecture. The first model has 16 layer,
whereas the latter requires 19 layers to build the model.

(a) Training and validation loss

(b) Training and validation accuracy

Figure 7. Classification performance of the VGG19 model.

The architecture of the VGG19 model is summarized as follows: A fixed size of
(224 × 224) RGB image is given as the input to the VGG19 network, which means that
the matrix is of the shape (224, 224, 3). The only preprocessing that is performed is the
subtraction of the mean RGB value from each pixel, computed over the whole training
set. The kernels uses a (3 × 3) size with a stride size of 1 pixel; this method enables a
user to cover the whole image. In addition, spatial padding is used to preserve the spatial
resolution of the image. Max pooling filter is performed over a 2 × 2 pixel windows with
stride 2. The softmax activation function is introduced non-linearity to make the model
classify better and to improve computational time. Finally, the dense layer receives an input
of 75,269 learnable parameters from all neurons of its previous layer. Then, the VGG19
model classifies the input pixel values into three classes, namely healthy wheat, leaf rust,
and stem rust diseases.
In this study, we applied the softmax activation function to predict the probability
distribution of a vectors in each pixels. The softmax function, unlike sigmoid functions
that are used for binary classification, can be used for multi-class classification problems.
The function, for every data point of all of the individual classes, returns the probability. It
can be expressed as follows: Softmax function output
0 ≤ yi

( x ) ≤ 1, ∑ i = 1, yi ( x ) = 1
n

(4)
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zi
n

e
∑
φ(~zi ) = e j=1

(zj)

f orj = 1 . . . n

(5)

where φ is the softmax, ~zi the input vector, e(zi) the standard exponential function for the
input vector, n is the number of classes in the multi class classifier, and e( jz) is the standard
exponential function for the output vector.
We employed the Adam optimization technique to optimize the VGG19 model. This
optimizer was selected due to its computational efficiency, small memory requirements,
noise handling efficiency, hyperparameter intuitive interpretation, and typical little tuning requirement. Adam is generally regarded as being fairly robust to the choice of
hyperparameters. The following hyperparameters were used to train the VGG19 model:
lr = 0.002, beta1 = 0.9, beta2 = 0.999, epsilon = 0.1, decay = 0.0, and optimizer = Adam.
5. Discussion and Summary
In this study, we implemented different deep learning models for wheat disease
classification purposes. Our main focus was to automate the existing manual plant disease
identification and classification process.
Due to the geo-location, environment, and genetic structure of wheat varieties, the
frequency of occurrences and types of disease severity differ from location to location.
We used GPS-coordinated mobile cameras to collect wheat image data with the support
of domain experts. The process of wheat disease characterization and manual labeling
were performed by wheat disease experts at BARI. Due to the environmental factors, our
research teams were more interested in organizing well-labeled wheat disease image data
to support the agricultural research community in Ethiopia.
One of the big concerns in deep learning is the issue of computational cost in conducting experiments with large image datasets. Highly dimensional image datasets require
high-performance computing infrastructures to perform classification or prediction tasks.
To handle this challenge, Datta and colleagues [59–62] proposed parallel multiple CPU
cores to implement CNN models. Deep neural network models have millions of parameters, and they require a large amount of data to achieve good performance. Additionally,
adequate time and space are required to execute the parameters.
In the previous sections, we stated that wheat is the fourth most mass-produced cereal
crop in Ethiopia. Quite a large number of farmers participate in farming and harvesting
wheat crops to address even the local demand. However, this crop is heavily affected by
different varieties of crop diseases. As a result, from 20 to 40% of wheat yield in the country
is lost during each harvest. This is one of the factors threatening the food security agenda
of the Ethiopian government.
In this study, our main focus was to support the agricultural sector by automating the
existing wheat disease identification process. The data processing time and interpretation
dependency on domain experts were the main limitations in the domain area. Thus, we
implemented various deep learning approaches to assess the best fitting framework(s)
for the proposed study. The majority of the utilized models were promising in terms
of classifying wheat diseases into their correct respective target classes. Figure 8 below
presents a sample experimental result of the classified wheat image data into its respective
target classes.
Model Performance Comparison
From our various experiments of plant disease classification, a VGG19 model was
found to have the best fit with minimal computation cost. On the other hand, the poorest
model performance was produced by the Resnet50. The Resnet50 architecture a took
longer time to build the model, and this model achieved the poorest image classification
performance compare to other models. One of the possible solution for handling model
overfitting was the collection of more training and testing image image datasets. In the
next subsection, the performance of the VGG19 model was compared with the other
state-of-the-art deep learning models.
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We utilized both GPUs and CPUs to assess the computation cost of each deep learning
model. In the case of the GPU, we used the NVIDIA Tesla T4 and NVIDIA Tesla K80
accelerators, whereas a Core i7 one TB hard disk was used for the CPU. Table 1 summarizes
the details of the infrastructure used to implement the deep learning models.

Figure 8. Experimental results on the classified diseases.
Table 1. Classification performance of each model.
DL Models

Learnable Para

Time

Epoch

on CPU

on GPU

Inception V3

153,603

1.30 h

10

95.03%

Inception v3

153,603

26 min

15

-

95.65%

Resnet50

301,059

2.10 h

50

-

81.57%

VGG16

75,267

29 min

10

-

96.48%

VGG19

75,267

36 min

15

-

99.38%

From Table 1 above, we utilized the CPU processor only for the Inceptionv3 model.
From the experiment result, a huge execution time difference between the CPU and Tesla
GPU was found when running the Inception model. During the experiment, the CPU
stacked and failed to compile other models. There are a number of ResNet architectures.
For the current study, we implemented the Resnet50 model to train our wheat diseases
image data. As seen in Table 1, this model is the most computationally expensive and
achieved the lowest classification performance.
From the experimental results, Inceptionv3, Resnet50, VGG16, and VGG19 produced
95.65%, 81.57%, 96.48%, and 99.38% classification accuracies, respectively. Based on the
model’s classification performance, we selected VGG19 for further discussion and comparison against state-of-the-art deep learning models.
In addition, Figure 8 presents a summary of the VGG19 model classification performance. The figure shows the model’s accuracy with the number of iterations used to build
the classifier. Similarly, the model accuracy and validation loss function continuously
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decreased as the number of epochs increased.The performance of VGG19 model have been
displayed on the Figure 9 below.

Figure 9. Summary of the VGG19 model classification performance.

From the analysis, the efficiency of the proposed wheat disease classification model
produced a high accuracy rate, 99.38%, shown in Table 1. We made a comparative analysis
between our VGG19 model and other state-of-the-art deep learning models in similar domains. From the analysis, the proposed model obtained the highest classification accuracy
on the training data. Similary, the model achieved the second highest accuracy on the
validation data.
From Table 2 above, the research communities invest their time and efforts into
handling the sever effect of crop diseases. We compared the highest classifier against the
state-of-the-art deep learning models. Our proposed model is robust in correctly classifying
wheat diseases into their respective classes. From the performance obtained by different
authors, we can further tune the classification accuracy of the model by implementing
different optimization techniques. Based on result of the experiment conducted in the
study, the following limitations, with respect to the performance of the deep learning
models we employed, arose:
•

•

•

•

The quality of the image datasets affected the performance of the models. Performing
different preprocessing and postprocessing tasks enhances the features extracted from
image data.
Data format, rotations, image size variations, dark objects on the ground, and the
application of different cameras also affected the model’s performance. Data standardization and utilization of high-quality cameras improve the bottleneck.
As the number of epochs and the performance of the deep learning models also
vary, so does the proper running of as many models as possible until the optimal
performance is obtained.
There are a number of activation functions. Thus, assessing and evaluating the
different activation functions helps to select the best fit function.

This study was conducted in collaboration with the Bishoftu Agricultural Research
Institute. The institute as a center of excellence for wheat crop works hard to automate crop
health status management. The recommendation from domain experts in the country is that
implementing machine-learning-based systems improves the efficiency of the crop-disease
identification, reduces biased decisions due to a manual system, and greatly reduces the
time to process data.
In general, image-based data processing provides detailed features to discriminate one
object from the other better than other data types. Implementing deep learning frameworks
is promising for extracting relevant features from image data. Currently, agriculture is a hot
research area that demands the application of state-of-the art technology for automating
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the sector. In future studies, we plan to further explore this domain. Due attention will
given to creating our own local data repository for a broader research community.
Table 2. Comparison of the proposed model accuracy with other models.
Author

Crop Diseases

Model

Training

Valid

Arun Pandian J [6]

Different crops

VGG16

87.03%

-

Helal Sheikh [59]

‘Maize’ and ‘Corn’

CNN

98.29%

99.29%

Divyansh Tiwari [60]

Potato (plant village)

VGG19

97.8%

97.8%

Xihai Zhang [61]

maize leaves

GoogLeNet

89.6%

98.9%

Anshuman Singh [12]

Wheat disease

VGG19

96.6%

91.3%

Ashok [40]

Tomato leaf

CNN

98.12%

Huiqun H [15]

Tomato disease

DXception

97.10%

Mikhail G [30]

Wheat rust

Densenet

98%

Sholihati R [7]

Potato disease

VGG19

91.%

Ours model

Wheat disease

VGG19

99.38%

98.23%
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